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Elementary to the endeavor of manipulating the state of a molecular systems through the interaction 
with light is the capability to address the time scales as well as resonance conditions involved in 
driving a particular molecular process [1-5]. In view of this, the precision with which a molecular 
system can be controlled in its interference to a desired final state is largely determined by the 
bandwidth of the field driving the manipulation. The possibility of employing the octave-spanning 
radiation obtained from the filamentation of standard amplified femtosecond pulses in gaseous media 
is explored in this context [6]. The generation of white-light pulses and their compression to sub 7 
femtosecond pulses in a single filamentation process in air is presented. The control over the full 
spectral bandwidth via a liquid crystal based modulation technique is demonstrated by the 
transcription of parametric phase functions in the construction of a desired pulse form. The 
spectroscopic application of this capability is further exemplified by an optimization of the spectral 
phase over the white-light envelope in a genetic algorithm controlled feedback loop. This was applied 
to driving the sequential electron photo-detachment and multi-photon ionization processes within the 
Ag3

-/0/+ system under the conditions of space-charge limited densities in a radio frequency ion trap. For 
this case, pulses composed of ultrashort substructures with a variable time sequence of different 
spectral components and a total duration spanning into the picosecond domain are obtained from the 
optimization. Accompanying this, the versatility of analyzing the synthesized pulse forms via a 
transient grating based four-wave mixing FROG is shown, with the capability to indiscriminately 
characterize octave spanning pulses with substructures ranging the lower femto- to picosecond domain 
in intuitive traces. The technique described above presents a general instrumentation for precision 
control of ultrafast molecular processes. 
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